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Though the fighting in the Central Army Group (CENTAG) region, centered on the 
Fulda Gap in central and southern West Germany, has received great attention (see 
Fulda ’85), simultaneously, an equally important and, in some ways, more dangerous 
battle was fought north of the Kassel-Koblenz line. A struggle that pitted three Warsaw 
Pact armies against NATO’s Northern Army Group (NORTHAG), built around the 
British Army of the Rhine. From the time the communist tanks rolled over the frontier 
on June 10, 1985, the coalition of British, West German, Dutch, Belgian, American, 
and French forces, in the northern sector, faced a massive onslaught in terrain much 
more conducive to armored operations than the rolling hills to the south. It was here, 
on the heaths and plains of northern Germany, that the most dangerous of the Soviet 
thrusts into Western Europe was first met, then held, and finally repulsed. At times, 
the only thing that stood between the onrushing attackers and the vital Ruhr and lower 
Rhine regions, was a thin line of desperate NATO troops holding on against all odds.

The Thin Red Line

By virtue of geography the NORTHAG region was inevitably a hodgepodge of NATO 
forces. Traditionally the prime area of responsibility for the UK’s NATO land 
contingent, the British Army of the Rhine, the region also was home to substantial 
West German formations, as well as the bulk of the Dutch, and Belgian, land 
contribution to NATO’s forward defense. Backing them up, though with sufficient 
political strings to make them something of an unknown quantity, were the forces of 
the First French Army. Plus, sitting in the middle of this multinational mix was a 
brigade of the American 2nd Armored Division, a forward element for the American III 
Corps, intended to deploy forward in time of war.

A key part of the NATO effort and of NORTHAG was the BAOR. Long considered the 
pride of Britain’s land power, the Army of the Rhine boasted the best equipment and 
soldiers the United Kingdom could produce, and was truly a formidable force. It was 
small, however, and its deployment, limited by political and economic concerns in 
peacetime, was not optimal. Though NORTHAG HQ was in the Ruhr city of 
Dortmund, the BAOR’s combat units were scattered throughout the region. Under the 
umbrella of the 1st Corps at Bielefeld, the BAOR fielded approximately three armored 
divisions: the 1st, headquartered at Verden, the under strength 3rd at Soest, and the 
4th at Herford. With the exception of the 22nd Armored Brigade of the 1st Armored 
Division south of the Luneberger Heide, and a light screen of BAOR recon assets 
near Braunschweig, the bulk of the British forces were well back from the frontier. 
Moreover, they were sometimes widely scattered, with miles between components of 
the same brigade. Qualitatively, however, the British forces were superb, with good 
equipment, excellent training, and fine morale. Getting them to the battle intact and in 
time would be the problem. 



For Hearth and Home

Inevitably the brunt of any communist assault would fall on the Bundeswehr, West 
Germany’s sword and shield. In the NORTHAG sector, the West German I Corps 
held a front from the Baltic to the III Corps region around Kassel. To hold this long 
front, I Corps boasted three Panzer Divisions (1st, 3rd, and 7th) and one 
Panzergrenadier Division (the 11th), backed by artillery, reconnaissance, engineering, 
and airborne forces. In addition, the 6th Panzergrenadier Division held the frontier 
around Lubeck and Hamburg, directly subordinate to NORTHAG command. These 
five divisions would have to absorb the brunt of any Warsaw Pact assault across the 
North German Plain. Well equipped and familiar with the often tricky terrain of region, 
the Bundeswehr’s main weakness was its scattered deployment. Peacetime 
economic and political constraints meant too many scattered, and poorly placed 
battalions, and difficulties in concentrating combat power. On the other hand, the 
West German force fielded a large number of mobile and effective anti-tank systems, 
it also possessed one of the world’s best battle tanks in the Leopard II. The key would 
be how well could they mobilize and react to a surprise assault?

The Other NATO

Often ignored in discussions of the balance of forces in Europe, the smaller NATO 
armies nevertheless were vital components of the defense of northern Germany. The 
1st Netherlands Corps was a substantial formation of three mechanized infantry 
divisions, the 1st, deployed on the Netherlands’ eastern border; the 4th, just inside 
Germany, and the 5th, a reinforcing unit available about 48 hours after the start of 
hostilities. Equipped with a mixture of state of the art (Leopard II), modern (M-109 SP 
artillery) and older (Centurion tanks and AMX-13 traced reconnaissance vehicles), the 
Dutch forces were perhaps less well trained than their German, or certainly British 
counterparts, but could be counted on to put up a stiff defense when needed. 
Likewise, the Belgian 1st Corps, consisting of two mechanized infantry divisions and 
two separate brigades, would play a key role in any defense of the southern sector of 
the northern front. The 16th was deployed in the southwestern region of the 
NORTHAG sector, with its headquarters and one brigade forward at Soest. The 1st, a 
reinforcing unit, would not be available until some four days after the outbreak of war, 
but substantial corps troops and independent units, including Leopard II battalions, 
would be ready well before that. Like the Dutch forces, the Belgian units sported 
mostly modern equipment, including heavy artillery like the American-made Multiple 
Launch Rocket System.

The French, on the other hand, remained something of an enigma. Having withdrawn 
from NATO’s integrated military planning in the 1960s, France remained committed to 
the alliance’s goals of deterring, or if needed, repelling a communist attack on 
Western Europe. How France would honor that commitment remained uncertain, 
however. Most likely NATO would be able to count on at least some of the French 1st 
Army, a formation of three corps. The most probable contingent, to aid the NORTHAG 



sector, would be the 1st Armored Division, a substantial formation of average quality, 
equipped with good, though not excellent equipment. When and where the French 
would appear, however, remained uncertain.

The American 2nd Armored Division, as the vanguard of the III Corps, kept a brigade 
south of Bremerhaven, the main port of entry for American forces arriving in Germany 
from overseas. Unlike in the CENTAG region, where American forces were crucial, in 
the north they would likely play an important but supporting role. It was unlikely that 
the bulk of III Corps would make it to the battle in time to affect the outcome, so the 
sole American brigade in the region would serve as a backstop and counterattack 
force, with its modern gear and high-quality soldiers. Joining their North American 
comrades, if the situation in the south permitted, would be the 1st Canadian 
Mechanized Division, a two-brigade formation of excellent troops with the best 
equipment Canada could field, including late-model Leopard I tanks and American 
self-propelled artillery.

The Invasion

 All told, NORTHAG was about 
as ready as it could be when the 
Warsaw Pact forces crossed the 
border on June 10, 1985 
[#10_01s_North German 
Plain.scn]. The scope and 
speed of the assault, however, 
were something that could not 
really be prepared for in 
peacetime. While CENTAG 
engaged the southern thrust of 
the Soviet assault, NORTHAG 
was locked in a desperate battle 
of its own. 



In 
the 

north, 2nd Guards Tank Army drove northwest in the direction of Hamburg. The 94th 
Guards Motor Rifle Division had two specific tasks: first to crash through Lubeck and 
head straight for the Danish border to the north, second to seize crucial bridges over 
the Elbe River [#10_11_Schleswig-Holstein.scn]. Though facing fierce resistance 
from the West German 6th Panzergrenadier Division, the Soviet forces were able to 
pierce the NATO defenses and make good progress during the first day, exiting 
substantial numbers of men and vehicles northwards around Bad Oldesloe.



 

Further south, as the rest of the 2nd Guards Tank Army drove through Luneberg north 
of the Luneberger Heide, (a range of bogs, swamps, heath and forests that made 
travel difficult and aided the defenders), the 3rd Shock Army was to be the northern 
arm of an envelopment designed to trap the NATO forces guarding the important 
West German city of Hannover, and to seize the important bridges over the Aller and 
Weser Rivers [#10_13_Hannover-North.scn]. With an assault echelon consisting of 
the 8th East German Motor Rifle Division, and two Soviet formations, the 207th 
Guards Motor Rifle and the 47th Guards Tank Divisions, the 3rd Shock Army was a 
potent force, even before factoring in the two tank divisions (10th and 12th Guards) 
approaching from deeper within East Germany. While the ordeal of the 8th Motor Rifle 
(see below) was occurring, the two southern divisions of the 3rd Shock Army drove 
northwestward between Braunschweig and the Luneberger Heide. Against scattered 
elements of the British 1st Armoured and West German 1st Panzer Divisions, with 
some units from the Dutch 4th Mechanized Division, the 207th Guards and the 47th 
Guards Tank made excellent progress. As they moved westward, however, resistance 
stiffened, and the slowness of the 8th Motor Rifle moving through the rough terrain to 
the north opened up gaps in the northern flanks of the two southern Warsaw Pact 
divisions. The first day of the war was going well enough, but there was little room for 
error.



 As 
part 
of 
this 

overall plan, the 3rd Shock Army’s 8th Motor Rifle Division, an East German 
formation, had the unenviable task of penetrating the Heide itself [#10_12a_Celle.scn]
. Initially facing elements of the West German 11th Panzergrenadier Division’s 33rd 
Brigade, the East Germans had to run a gauntlet that soon also comprised parts of 
the British 1st Armoured Division’s 22nd Brigade and some units of the Dutch 4th 
Mechanized Division. After much heavy fighting, the communist vanguards broke out 
of the rough country of the Heide, and continued their drive towards the Weser 
bridges. The cost had been high, however, and the Warsaw Pact commanders 
realized that faster progress would be necessary if their forces were to retain any 
striking power as they moved westwards.



 In 
the 
20th 

Guards Army sector, the mission was a mirror image of the tasks assigned to the 3rd 
Shock Army. The goal was to swing under Hannover to the south and drive toward the 
northwest and the Minden Gap, thus trapping Hannover between the two Warsaw 
Pact armies [#10_14_Hannover-South.scn]. The task would not be easy. In addition 
to the city of Braunschweig, there was one canal and two major rivers, the Leine and 
the Weser, to cross. Luckily for the attackers, the terrain in this sector was 
substantially more suitable to an armored advance than that to the north. Despite the 
numerous rivers and streams, the ground was mostly open and flat. The job fell to the 
35th Motor Rifle Division, an average Russian unit equipped with a mix of tracked and 
wheeled infantry vehicles, T-62, and T-72 tanks. But, facing the Russians, NATO 
could manage only a light screen of BAOR reconnaissance units, portions of the UK 
1st Armoured Division and elements of the West German 1st Panzer Division. Until 
the deep reserves around Minden, parts of the UK’s 4th Armoured Division, could 
come into play, NATO would have to hold on by the skin of its teeth. The Russians 
made gains easily at first, but as the hours wore on that June day, the British and 
German defenses began to come together. As night fell, the 35th Motor Rifle Division 
had made steady progress, but was still short of its ultimate goal. Moreover, 
casualties had been heavy, as NATO airpower began to take its toll.



 

Further to the south, the East German 9th Tank Division, of the 20th Guards Army, 
had another difficult task. It had to move through the rugged Hartz Mountains region 
and cross the River Leine, if it was to make the banks of the Weser by June 12 
[#10_15_Northeim.scn]. Due to the terrain and the road network, the most likely 
crossing point for bounding the Leine would be at the town of Northeim, northeast of 
Goettingen. Given the nature of the terrain, similar to the Ardennes, NATO had not 
positioned many forces in the area There were only scattered elements of the terribly 
overstretched West German 1st Panzer Division in the north, and a brigade of the 2nd 
Panzergrenadier Division at Goettingen in the south, standing in the way of the 
communist onslaught. Two groups of 7th Panzer Division engineers, however, were 
holding positions near the Weser; if they could react in time, it might be possible to 
blow enough bridges to slow the attackers’ advance. In the event, the East Germans 
rolled over the forward elements of the NATO screen, but found the going tougher 
than expected as they neared Northeim. Attacks from the 4th Panzergrenadier in the 
south, and courageous last stands by small units from 1st Panzer, caused enough 
damage and delays to throw at least a small wrench into the invaders’ plans.



 The delays 
suffered by 
the 9th Tank, 
in driving 
through 
Northeim, 
would come 
back to haunt 
the Warsaw 
Pact forces. 
Just to the 
northwest of 

that battle, 20th Guards Army was launching a daring helicopter assault on the Weser 
bridges at the town of Hameln [#10_16_Hameln.scn].The 20th Air Assault Battalion 
swooped down on the town, made famous by the children’s tale of the Pied Piper, 
around 21:00 on the night of June 10. Catching the garrison of 1st Panzer troops and 
British engineers off guard, the crack Soviet troops, aided by Spetznaz Special 
Forces, quickly seized the bridges and prepared to hold until relieved. Relief, 
however, was not quick in coming. The units of the East German 9th Tank Division 
were still engaged to the southeast, and it would not be until 18:00 on June 11 that the 
first East German tanks began to arrive near Hameln. Meanwhile, substantial West 
German and British forces, including tanks, began to arrive on the morning of June 
11, driving towards the commandos at the bridges.  



 With the 
failure of 
the 
Hameln 
operation, 
it fell to 
the 14th 
Guards 
Motor 
Rifle 
Division 
to secure 
a 
crossing 
of the 
Weser 

[#11_01_Rinteln.scn]. The choices were Hameln, once more, or the town of Rinteln 
to the northwest. Again the UK 4th Armoured and the West German 1st Panzer 
Divisions were blocking the way and, once again, the fight promised to be hard.



 For 
the 
rest 
of 
the 

Warsaw Pact invasion force, the second day of the war brought new challenges as 
well. The 21st and 94th Guards Motor Rifle Divisions, of 2nd Guards Tank Army, had 
accomplished most of their day one objectives, but still faced a long march to the west 
if they were to meet their day two goals. Their drive towards Bremen and the Weser 
faced weakened and tired NATO forces in dire need of relief. Battered formations from 
the West German 11th Panzergrenadier Division and the UK 1st Armoured held the 
line, waiting for the Dutch 4th Mechanized and the American 2nd Armored Division’s 
3rd Brigade to relieve them. The 2nd Guards Tank Army did not intend to let them 
withdraw easily [#11_02_Verden.scn]. Throughout the day heavy fighting raged in 
the sector, with NATO giving ground steadily, falling back towards the Weser and the 
Aller crossings at the town of Verden. By nightfall the line had held, if barely. The 
remnants of the German and British formations had managed to slip away, though the 
cost to the relieving Dutch and American troops had been high indeed.



 
With 
the 
2nd 

Guards Tank Army stymied before Verden, 3rd Shock Army looked to more desperate 
measures to secure a crossing of the Weser [#11_03_Nienburg.scn]. On the night of 
11-12 June, the 6th Polish Airborne Division landed around the town of Nienburg on 
the Weser. A smaller, less powerful version of the standard Soviet airborne division, 
the 6th Polish was still a formidable force. In an eerie echo of 1944, and the drop at 
Arnhem, once more Polish paratroopers were asked to seize a bridge deep in enemy 
territory and wait for relieving armor. This time the Poles felt they had a much better 
chance, with the 8th East German Motor Rifle Division and the Soviet 47th Guards 
Tank Division driving westwards to link up with the airborne elements. But the 
obstacles facing the communists were formidable. Not only was much of the British 
1st Armoured Division screening the approaches to the Weser, having withdrawn from 
the Verden area, but a fresh brigade from the Dutch 4th Mechanized Division was 
approaching from the northwest to join the 3rd Panzer Brigade of the West German 
1st Panzer Division at Nienburg itself. The ensuing battle was fierce, and worthy of 
comparison with the fighting in September 1944 in Holland. In the end, 3rd Shock 
Army had its bridges, but the cost was high. Once again Poland’s best paid the 
ultimate price; little was left of the valiant 6th Airborne when the battle ended on June 
12.



 In 
the 
20th 

Guards Army sector, progress had been good, if not always in the directions originally 
anticipated. Much of the East German 9th Tank Division, for instance, had ultimately 
been forced south of its intended line of march. The failure of the air assault on the 
Hameln bridges had diverted the unit well into the rough terrain south of the North 
German Plain, into the domain of the Belgian 16th Mechanized Division. Though only 
scattered units of this Belgian formation were in the rough terrain southeast of 
Warstein, they were a useful mix of infantry, engineers, armor, and reconnaissance 
forces. Though small, their task was large: delay the onrushing East Germans long 
enough to bring reserves to bear and prevent the attackers from breaking out of the 
southern region and back into the open terrain of the north. By dint of great courage 
and skill, the Belgians managed to do just that. Try as they might, the East Germans 
simply could not escape the twisty roads and rugged hillsides defended by the Belgian 
soldiers. [#11_04_Warstein.scn].



 By June 12, the 
communists had made 
solid progress across the 
NORTHAG sector, 
though casualties had 
been heavy. 
Unfortunately, for the 
Warsaw Pact command, 
progress in the CENTAG 
sector to the south had 
been much less 
satisfactory. That lack of 
progress allowed NATO 
to assemble a small 
counterattack force built 
around the US 3rd 
Armored Division of Vth 
Corps. On the afternoon 
of June 12, the division 
struck north, just west of 
the Weser around the 
town of Warburg 

[#12_01_HornGap.scn]. It’s goal was to slice through the advance elements of the 
6th Guards Motor Rifle Division of 20th Guards Army, and drive on the important Bad 
Driburg and Horn Passes to the east of Paderborn. Historical gateways through the 
foreboding Teutoberger Wald, the passes were crucial to the resupply and 
reinforcement of the forward elements of the communist advance. Though it started 
well enough, 3rd Armored’s advance soon bogged down, as Soviet troops began to 
converge on the advancing American formations. Even the commitment of a British air 
mobile brigade, north of Paderborn, failed to break the Soviet front. Though shaken by 
the American attack, the Warsaw Pact divisions held the line. If there was going to be 
a NATO counterattack, it would have to be much larger, and cover much more ground.



 In 
3rd 

Shock Army’s sector, progress had also been good, but not quite as good as Moscow 
would like. Using the relatively fresh 10th and 12th Guards Tank Divisions, brought up 
from the reserve, the 3rd Shock Army made a major push to secure the important 
highway junction of the Lotter Kreuz, just northwest of Osnabruck 
[#12_02_Osnabruck.scn]. Control of this region would open up both east-west and 
north-south routes for the Warsaw Pact armies, and could well unhinge the central 
portion of NORTHAG’s defense. However, the job would not be an easy one. The 
British 1st and 4th Armoured Divisions held the Mittleland Canal, where blown bridges 
and marshy terrain made crossing operations difficult. To make matters worse, the 
West German 7th Panzer Division was known to be on its way to the area from the 
west. If the 3rd Shock Army was to succeed it would have to work hard and fast. As it 
happened, the 10th and 12th Guards Tank Divisions were more than a match for the 
weary British and German defenders. After heavy fighting, the Lotter Kreuz fell to the 
attackers and the NATO forces withdrew to the west. Still, the cost had been high, 
both in time and lives. The Warsaw Pact offensive was gradually losing steam, though 
it still packed a potent punch.



 

Sensing the shift in momentum, at the same time the battle near Osnabruck was 
raging, the leaders of 3rd Shock Army were carrying out a daring attempt to retain the 
initiative. At the city of Hamm on the Lippe River, northeast of the vital Ruhr region 
with its dams and industry, the 7th Guards Airborne Division dropped on the night of 
12-13 June [#12_03_Hamm.scn].  It’s mission was to secure the crossroads of Werl, 
that controlled access to the Ruhr to the south, and the bridges over the Lippe at 
Hamm. This would give 3rd Shock Army a corridor of clear terrain leading straight to 
Germany’s industrial heartland. Even though the 7th was a strong and capable unit, it 
could not hold out long against heavier NATO forces. In the region were portions of 
the West German 7th Panzer, and the Belgian 16th Mechanized Divisions, as well as 
Belgian corps troops and the 33rd Armoured Brigade of the UK 4th Armoured 
Division, southwest of Gutersloh, north of the Lippe. While the Soviets could count on 
some disorganization within the NATO ranks, the key to the mission’s success would 
be the timely arrival of the tanks,  heavy infantry, and artillery of the 10th Guards Tank 
Division, hurrying from the Osnabruck area. As it turned out, the battle raged into the 
evening of June 13, but when fighting died down, the paratroopers held the bridges 
and the relieving tanks had shown up just in time. The victory was limited, however; 
NATO forces still held the west bank of the river, and further exploitation would be 
impossible until much heavier Warsaw Pact forces could be brought up to the line.

After June 13 the front lines began to stabilize; reserves from deeper in Eastern 
Europe began to arrive to stiffen the Warsaw Pact front, while NATO was able to shift 



increasing numbers of troops northward, as the Soviet offensive in the Fulda Gap 
region ran out of steam. 

 As 
the 

second echelon formations filled in behind the lead elements of the invasion, the 
Warsaw Pact prepared to unleash these fresh troops in an effort to finally break 
through the NATO defenses [#15_01_Meppen.scn]. In the northern region, nearing 
the Dutch border, the 2nd Guards Tank Army held the line, while the fresh 2nd PVA 
(Polish) Army prepared for new attacks. It’s 15th Motorized and 20th Tank Divisions 
didn’t have the best equipment available to the Warsaw Pact, with T-55 tanks and a 
mix of BTR-50 and BTR-60 wheeled APCs, but they were relatively unscathed, and 
most of the tank formations were of good quality. The Polish infantry was suspect, 
however, and the hope was that they’d do a better job against the Dutch than they 
might against the much more professional British soldiers elsewhere on the front. At 
dawn on June 15, the two Polish divisions surged through the line held by the 21st 
Guards Motor Rifle Division, supported by what little airpower had survived five days 
of incessant combat. The Poles crashed into the seam between the Dutch 5th and 1st 
Mechanized Divisions, catching many of the Dutchmen ill prepared to resist this 
sudden attack. Though the Netherlands’ units fought bravely, and inflicted 
tremendous casualties on the attackers, the Poles were simply too strong. For the 
defenders, the Dutch border became the next line of defense.



Across the front, the revitalized Warsaw Pact forces continued to grind westwards. 
Breakthroughs, however, were few and far between; NATO defenses were solidifying 
quickly, and, as the situation in the CENTAG sector continued to improve for the 
defenders, more and more attention was available to focus on the north. By June 22, 
twelve days after the initial assault, the Soviet attempt at forcibly absorbing Western 
Europe seemed to have failed. Not only was advancing impossible, it became clear 
that even holding on to their gains would be very difficult. The communist forces dug 
in and prepared to fight for time, hoping the diplomats could work out a deal. 
Meanwhile, NATO prepared for a much more direct, and dramatic solution to the 
stalemate in the north, and to rescue the defenders who had withdrawn into the large 
cities of northern Germany to avoid destruction.

 At 

noon on June 22 NATO went on the offensive 
[#22_01s_NORTHAG_Counterattack.scn]. By now both sides had been fully 
blooded, and attrition had taken its toll. But for NATO, the situation was improving, 
while for the invaders things were beginning to look grim. As the defenders fell back 
on their supply sources, replacements and reinforcements came faster, and in greater 
numbers. However, for the Warsaw Pact troops, resupply was problematic, and NATO 
air interdiction made getting reinforcements and replacements to the front very 
difficult. With the French now able to contribute an armored division, and the US 
pushing from the south, with the 3rd Armored and 8th Mechanized Infantry Divisions 
and the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, NATO had a formidable force. Joined by the 



now fully deployed Dutch and Belgians, and the redeployed 1st Canadian Mechanized 
Division as well, the defenders were ready to take the fight to the communists.

 In 
dual 

thrusts, NATO drove northwest from Rheine towards Bremen, in an effort to trap the 
2nd Guards Tank Army against the Dutch frontier, and north from Kassel towards 
Herford, and the trapped British forces there. The Bremen Express 
[#22_02_Bremen.scn] operation caught the Pact forces by surprise, slicing through 
the 12th Polish Motor Rifle Division, with the 1st Canadian Mechanized Division 
leading the way, with the 1st French Armored and West German 11th Panzer 
Grenadier Divisions close behind. In bitter fighting, the French and Canadian forces 
slowly ground their way towards Bremen, eventually linking up with the remnants of 
the American 3rd Brigade, 2nd Armored Division in the city.



 The next day, the 
Herford relief column set 
out towards the city 
[#23_01_Herford.scn]. 
This Express, consisting 
primarily of the US 8th 
Mechanized Infantry 
Division, was designed 
to catch the Warsaw 
Pact forces with their 
scant reserves 
committed to the north, 
to stop the Bremen 
operation. In its way 
stood the 14th Guards 
Motor Rifle Division and 
the remnants of the East 
German 9th Tank 
Division, while around 
Herford itself, the 207th 
Guards Motor Rifle 
Division and the 
remnants of the Polish 
6th Airborne Division, 

held much of the UK 3rd Armoured Division inside the city. The communist forces 
fought hard, but there were simply not enough reserves, and too many Americans.

The NATO counterattack overall was a bold plan, but shrewd. While still large, the 
invading force was weakened, and there were virtually no reserves. If the 
counterattack could breach the initial Warsaw Pact defenses, it stood an excellent 
chance of success. As it unfolded, the grim news from the south, where the Soviet 
invasion was being rolled back with enormous casualties to the invaders, coupled with 
the powerful attacks from NATO in the NORTHAG sector, caused a general collapse 
of the Warsaw Pact lines. Within a day or two of the counterattack, Soviet and Pact 
divisions began breaking contact and streaming eastward, harried by NATO air and 
land forces along the way.  

AFTERMATH

For three weeks in June, the world teetered on the brink of Armageddon, with war 
raging in Germany and Korea. But the West held the line, both in Asia and in Europe, 
the net result was not a new communist resurgence, but rather the beginning of the 
end for the Cold War. Though the Warsaw Pact had come close, the valiant efforts of 
the NATO forces in Germany had staved off disaster. In the NORTHAG sector, the 
cost was high, but Western Europe was saved, and the red tanks never breached the 
Rhine. As in the Fulda Gap, the frontline of freedom held firm.


